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Giant Magnetoresistance
Nobel Prize in Physics 2007
Debakanta Samal and P S Anil Kumar
The 2007 Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded to Albert Fert
and Peter Grünberg for the discovery of giant magnetoresistance (GMR). GMR is achieved in metallic multilayers, where
the resistance of the multilayer changes considerably by the
application of a magnetic field. This has paved the way for
high density data storage in magnetic media.
Introduction
The phenomenon of magnetoresistance (MR) is defined as the
change in electrical resistance (R) of a material in response to an
externally applied magnetic field (H). Mathematically, it is written as MR = [R(H)–R(0)]/(R(0), where R(H) and R(0) are the
resistances of the material in the presence of applied magnetic
field and zero field, respectively. The electrical resistance in a
material arises due to the processes of scattering (collision) of
electrons such as electron–phonon scattering, electron–electron
scattering, electron–impurity scattering, etc. In a real crystal, the
atoms are not fixed at the perfect lattice position, but always
vibrate around their equilibrium position due to thermal energy.
When electrons pass by these vibrating atoms, they get scattered
(electron-phonon interaction) and contribute to electrical resistance. In a real world, it is impossible to get a crystal completely
devoid of defects or impurities. So, during the flow, the electrons
get scattered by these impurities or defects as well as other
electrons.
When a normal material is subjected to an external magnetic field
(B), the trajectories of the electrons inside the material get
affected and follow a helical motion due to the Lorentz force
[q(v  B)], where q is charge and v is velocity, resulting in an
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increase in the probability of scattering. This process usually
gives a small positive ordinary magnetoresistance (OMR) of 1%
in the field of order of 1 Tesla and varies as B2 in low field regime.
It also does not saturate with increasing field. In the year 1857, W
Thomson (Lord Kelvin) discovered a new phenomenon when he
was measuring the resistance of iron and nickel in the presence of
a magnetic field [1]. He wrote:
“…I found that iron, when subjected to a magnetic force, acquires an increase of resistance to the conduction of electricity
along, and a diminution of resistance to the conduction of electricity across, the lines of magnetization”.
He found a 0.2% increase in the resistance of Fe when the
magnetic field was applied longitudinally and a 0.4% decrease in
resistance when the field was applied in transverse direction. This
phenomenon is known as anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR).
It originates from anisopropic spin-orbit interaction and causes
the resistance to depend on the relative orientation of electric
current and magnetization. However, it was subsequently found
that at room temperature, the AMR in bulk alloys of Ni-Fe and NiCo could be of the order of 3–5%. AMR thin films were used for
the magnetoresistive effects in connection with read out heads for
magnetic disks and as magnetic field sensors. The 151-year-old
AMR remained as the main source of magnetoresistance in
ferromagnets till 1988, and there was hardly any improvement in
the performance of magnetoresistive material with time. The
general consensus in 1980s was that it was not possible to
significantly improve the performance of magnetic sensors based
on magnetoresistive effect.
In 1988, there was an upsurge in the field of magnetoresistance as
Fert’s group (Box 1) discovered that the application of magnetic
field to a Fe/Cr multilayer results in a huge reduction of electrical
resistance, which was found to be much higher than OMR and
AMR and named it as giant magnetoresistance (GMR) [2]. A
similar effect in Fe/Cr/Fe trilayer structure was simultaneously
discovered by Grünberg’s group (Box 2) [3]. Both the above
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Box 1. Scientific Contribution of Albert Fert
Prior to the discovery of GMR, the major research area of Albert Fert was electronic
transport in magnetic materials. During the 1960s and 1970s, he had extensively
investigated the concepts of spin dependent scattering [4] which later on became the
basis for understanding the GMR effect in magnetic multilayers. In the mid 1980s,
Fert started his research interest in magnetic layers and in the year of 1988, Fert along
with his coworkers found GMR in Fe/Cr supperlattice [2]. Their experimental results
showed that the resistivity of the superlattice was lowered by almost a factor of 2 at
4.2K and in a magnetic field of 2 Tesla. They also observed that an increase in Cr
thickness weakens the AF coupling between Fe magnetic layers and the saturation field decreases and reported
that the magnetoresistance and saturation field decreases in the superlattice with increase in temperature.
Besides these outstanding contributions, his group has also contributed immensely to tunnel magnetoresistance
(TMR) [5] as well as spin current-induced magnetic switching after the GMR discovery [6].

mentioned structures were grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy
(MBE) technique. Therefore, the discovery of GMR was solely
possible due to the development in thin film deposition techniques such as MBE, sputtering, etc., and surprisingly it was
found that the layered system grown by these techniques were
completely different in their properties from their constitutive
bulk material. Albert Fert and Peter Grünberg were awarded the
Nobel Prize in 2007 for their independent discovery of GMR .
Box 2. Scientific Contribution of Grünberg
Grünberg, prior to his Nobel Prize work on GMR, had a long standing record of
improving the growth and characterizing the properties of magnetic materials. In
particular, he developed the Brilliouin scattering technique to such a precision that
he was able to detect surface magnons and spin waves down to monolayer
thickness. He was also able to study some interlayer coupling of Fe layers across
Au and Cr interlayers using this technique [7]. In the year 1989, Grünberg and his
coworkers discovered enhanced magnetoresistance in Fe/Cr/Fe trilayer [2], where
each individual layer thickness was of nanometer size. The effect was found to be
much stronger than the usual AMR. Their experimental results showed that magnetoresistance of Fe/Cr/Fe
trilayer are of 1.5% at room temperature. They also reported the MR% to be higher than 10% at low temperature
for the same structure. After the discovery of GMR in Fe/Cr/Fe trilayer, his group demonstrated the noncoupling (pseudo-spin valve structure) case responsible for the GMR effect [8].
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GMR is a quantum
mechanical effect
which is based on
spin-dependent
scattering
phenomena in
magnetic multilayer.

Like the other magnetoresistances (OMR, AMR), GMR is also a
change in electrical resistance in response to an externally applied magnetic field, and is a quantum mechanical effect which is
based on spin-dependent scattering phenomena in magnetic
multilayers. The change in resistance of the multilayer occurs
when the applied magnetic field aligns the magnetic moments
(magnetization) of successive ferromagnetic layers as shown in
Figure 1. In the absence of applied magnetic field, the magnetic
moments of magnetic layers are not aligned with respect to each
other i.e., their magnetizations are antiparallel to each other and it
results in higher resistance. By applying magnetic field, the
magnetic moment of successive ferromagnetic layers gets aligned
i.e., their magnetizations are parallel to each other and it results in
a drop in resistance of the multilayer. Mathematically, GMR can
be defined as GMR = (RAP–RP)/RP, where RP and RAP are the
resistances in parallel and antiparallel states. Unlike ordinary
magnetoresistance, the GMR saturates with applied magnetic
field as shown in Figure 1.
(a)

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the GMR effect.
(a)Change in the resistance
of the magnetic multilayer
as a function of applied
magnetic field.
(b) The magnetization arrangement (indicated by the
arrows) of the multilayer
(trilayer) at various magnetic fields; the magnetizations are aligned antiparallel (AP) at zero field and are
alignedparallel (P)when the
external magnetic field H >
saturation field (HS).
(c) M-H curve for the multilayer.
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In order to observe GMR in a magnetic multilayer, one must be
able to orient the magnetic moments of the fereromagnetic layers
in the parallel direction by applying a magnetic field, and in zero
field they should have antiparallel magnetization arrangement.
This antiparallel magnetization arrangement in multilayer is
achieved due to interlayer exchange coupling which is antiferromagnetic (AF) in nature. The interlayer exchange coupling is
mediated by the mobile electrons in the non-magnetic spacer
layer like Cr and is analogous to Ruderman–Kittel–Kausya–
Yosida (RKKY) interaction between localized magnetic
moments present in a matrix of non-magnetic metal. The interlayer
exchange coupling oscillates between ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic as a function of the non-magnetic spacer layer
thickness. By suitably and judiciously tuning the non-magnetic
spacer layer thickness, one can have antiparallel magnetization
alignment in zero field. It is not that the antiferromagnetic interlayer
exchange coupling is the only way to achieve GMR, there are
other ways to achieve it. Antiparallel magnetization alignment
can also be achieved by introducing ferromagnetic layers of
different coercivities (pseudo-spin valve structure), i.e., by a
combination of soft and hard ferromagnetic layers. In this case,
the magnetic moments of the soft and hard ferromagnetic layers
switch at different values of applied magnetic field providing a
window of field values in which the layers remain in an
antiparallel state with respect to each other, and thus leading to
high resistance. Once the applied magnetic field crosses the
coercive field (Hc) of hard ferromagnetic layer, both the layers
align in parallel state leading to low resistance. Another way to
change the alignment of the ferromagnetic layers is to tune the
coercivity of one ferromagnetic layer to a higher value. This is
possible when one ferromagnetic layer is pinned by the exchange
coupling with an adjacent antiferromagnetic layer (spin valve
structure). The other unpinned ferromagnetic layer is free to
rotate with the applied magnetic field, thus providing a parallel or
an antiparallel state. Though the GMR value in magnetic multilayer is higher, spin valves are more attractive because of the
small magnetic field required to change the resistance of this
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Figure 2.Different GMR
structures (a) multilayer (b)
pseudo spin valve (c) spin
valve (d) granular thin film.
(a) In the multilayer the ferromagnetic layers (FM) are
separated by non magnetic
(NM) spacer layers. At zero
field, ferromagnets are
aligned antiparallel as indicated by full and partial
solid arrows. At saturation
field the magnetic moments
are aligned parallel (the
solid arrows). (b) In the
pseudo spin valve, the magnetic structure combines a
hard and soft magnetic
layer; the switching of ferromagnetic layers occur at
different magnetic fields
providing a change in the
relative orientation of magnetization. (c) In the spin
valve, the top FM is pinned
by the attached antiferromagnetic (AF) layer. The
bottom FM layer is free to
rotate by applied magnetic
field. (d) In the granular material, magnetic precipitates are embedded in the
non-magnetic metallic material. The application of
magnetic field aligns the
magnetic moments of randomly oriented granules.
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structure. Magnetic granular systems are also ideal candidates
from the GMR point of view. In these materials ferromagnetic
precipitates are embedded in a non-magnetic host metal film. The
randomly oriented ferromagnetic precipitates tend to align with
which the application of magnetic field leads to a drop in the
resistance. The different types of systems described above which
exhibit GMR behavior are shown in Figure 2.
For the findings of both Fert and Grünberg in connection with
GMR, the underlying mechanism was discussed in terms of spin
dependent scattering for which, the spin polarization in the
material plays the major role in determining the GMR. They also
found that the interlayer exchange coupling plays a crucial role
for getting the right multilayer structure which can show GMR
effect.
Spin Polarization
The conductivity () of a metal is proportional to the density of
electrons at the Fermi level (EF), and therefore proportional to the
density of states at the Fermi level, D(EF), and is related by 
D(EF). The Pauli exclusion principle requires that up and down
spin electrons be counted separately and separate spin sub-bands
can be formed. Electrons near the Fermi surface constantly
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(a)

(b)

collide, scatter and change their momentum states, but if their
spin orientation remains unchanged during these processes, then
a unique conductivity can be written for both up and down spin
electrons such as   D(EF) and   D(EF) as shown in
Figure 3. For non-magnetic materials like copper, silver and gold,
the number of electrons in the up sub-band is equal to the number
of electrons in the down sub-band and also the sub-bands are
symmetric. Hence in case of non-magnetic materials,  = . But
for a ferromagnetic material like Fe, Co, and Ni, the spin subbands are shifted with respect to each other due to exchange
splitting (ex) as shown in Figure 3. This shift results in an
unequal filling of the bands, which is the source of magnetic
moment for the ferromagnetic materials and it also causes the
spin-up and spin-down electrons at the Fermi level to be unequal
in number, and mobility. The asymmetry of density of states at the
Fermi level [(D(EF)  D(EF)] for ferromagnetic material leads
to   . This inequality can produce a net spin polarization (P)
in the transport measurements. The spin polarization can be
defined in terms of number of carriers (n) that have spin-up (n)
or spin-down (n), as P = [(n – n)/(n + n)]. It can also be
defined either in terms of conductivity () or D(EF) such as, P =
[(–)/(+)] or P = [(D(EF) – D(EF)]/[(D(EF) + D(EF)].
From the definition of spin polarization, it is pretty clear that the
non-magnetic material have zero spin polarization whereas ferromagnetic materials (such as Fe, Co, and Ni and their alloys) have
polarization of 40–50%. These materials are known to be
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(c)

Figure 3.Schematic diagram of density of states
D(E) as a function of energy. (a) Non-magnetic
metals (zero spin polarization). (b) Ferromagnetic
metals (partial spin polarization). (c) Half metals (full
spin polarization).
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is due to S S P
Parkin.

partially spin polarized. There exists a special class of materials
(like CrO2, La0.7Sr0.3MnO3), which show 100% spin polarization
and are known to be half metallic. In this case, one sub-band at the
Fermi level is filled and the other sub-band is completely empty
(i.e., one spin sub-band is metallic and the other sub-band is
insulating). Figure 3 shows the simple band picture for different
spin-polarized systems.
Oscillatory Interlayer Exchange Coupling

The interlayer
exchange coupling
exhibits remarkably
an oscillatory
behavior as a
function of nonmagnetic interlayer
thickness in metallic
superlattice
structures.
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The most spectacular development in the field of interlayer
exchange coupling is due to S S P Parkin, who in 1990, discovered the interlayer exchange coupling exhibits remarkably an
oscillatory behavior as a function of non-magnetic interlayer
thickness in metallic superlattice structures (Co/Ru, Co/Cr and
Fe/Cr) [9]. This discovery stimulated an active area of research
both in experimental and theoretical condensed matter physics.
The mechanism responsible for such an effect is the RKKY
interaction. This results from the spin polarization of non-magnetic interlayer induced by a contact interaction with the magnetic layers. In bulk non-magnetic metal matrix, a ferromagnetic
impurity of localized spin (S) polarizes the sea of conduction
electrons with spins (s) in the vicinity of magnetic impurity due to
a contact interaction of the form Hint = –JS.s, where J is a
phenomenological exchange constant with the dimension of energy. The densities of all the spin-up and spin-down electrons,
instead of being equal, become different in the vicinity of magnetic impurity. This gives rise to a spin polarization which
oscillates with a wave vector 2kF (kF is the Fermi wave vector) and
attenuates as 1/r3, where r is the distance from the impurity and its
form is given as, n – n ~ cos (2kFr/r3). If a second magnetic
impurity is found at a distance R from the first, the reciprocal
coupling between the polarized conduction electrons (due to the
first impurity) and the second impurity gives rise to an indirect
coupling (RKKY) between the two impurity spins S1 and S2 and
it is of the form URKKY = –JRKKY (R) S1.S2, where JRKKY (indirect
coupling exchange constant) ~ (1/r3) cos (2kFR). The coupling
may be either ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic depending on
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the distance between the two impurity spins and
the amplitude of oscillation decreases with an
increase in the distance. The same coupling
mechanism also occurs in multilayer when ferromagnetic layers are separated by non-magnetic spacer layer. In this case, the ferromagnetic layers are analogous to magnetic impurities and the non-magnetic metal spacer layer is
analogous to non-magnetic metal matrix with a
sea of conduction electrons. Figure 4 shows the
trend of variation of interlayer exchange coupling (JRKKY) with the thickness of non-magnetic layer in the multilayer.

JRKKY

Non magnetic layer thickness 

Physical Origin of GMR
Spin-dependent Conduction: The origin of GMR can be understood by only considering the spin-dependent effects. According
to Mott, the electrical conductivity in a metal can be described in
terms of two largely independent conducting channels corresponding to up and down spins respectively. Total conductivity is
represented by the two-current model as, Total =    (keeping
in mind that there occurs no spin flip scattering). According to
him, the electric conduction takes place by the sp band electrons
primarily as they have lower effective mass and higher mobility.
As the d band is exchange split in ferromagnets, the density of
states for up and down band is different at the Fermi level.
Therefore, the probability of scattering for up and down sp
electrons into the states near the Fermi level are different. So, the
conductivities are different for the two conduction channels.
Using Mott’s simple argument, it is possible to understand the
origin of GMR in magnetic multilayer. Let us consider a collinear
magnetic configuration of two magnetic layers separated by a
non-magnetic spacer layer as shown in Figure 5. We will assume
that the scattering is strong for spins antiparallel to magnetization
direction and weak for parallel magnetization direction. In case
of parallel configuration, the spin-up electrons are weakly scattered in all layers and leads to low resistance but, in contrast, the
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Figure 4. Interlayer exchange coupling (JRKKY) as
a function of non-magnetic
layer thickness.
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(a)

Figure 5. (a) Schematic illustration of electron transport in a multilayer for parallel and antiparallel
magnetizations of the successive ferromagnetic layers. The magnetization directions are indicated
by the arrows. The solid lines are individual electron trajectories within the two spin channels.
(b) Schematic representation of microscopic spin-polarized transport from a ferromagnetic metal
(FM1) through a normal metal (NM) and into a second ferromagnetic metal (FM2) for parallel and
antiparallel magnetizations. For antiparallel magnetizations, the transport of up-spin electrons from
FM1 to FM2 is not allowed as shown by a cross (higher resistance) but for parallel case it is allowed
(low resistance).

spin-down electrons are strongly scattered in magnetic layers so
that they weakly participate to the conduction of current. But in
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the case of antiparallel configuration, both up and down electrons
get alternately strongly and weakly scattered, leading to higher
resistance. The same argument can be used for understanding of
GMR in granular system also. In zero field, the magnetic moments of precipitates are randomly oriented. So, up and down
spins are scattered strongly resulting in high resistance. But with
the application of saturating magnetic field, all the precipitates
align and it results low resistance. As described above, the spindependent scattering in magnetic multilayer can also be understood from the band structure picture shown in Figure 5: (i) In the
case of parallel magnetization alignment, the up-band electrons
from one ferromagnetic layer can be transported to the other
ferromagnetic layer due to the availability of density of states at
the Fermi level, and this leads to low resistance. (ii) For the
antiparallel case the transport of up electrons from one ferromagnetic layer to other is not allowed and it results in high resistance.

Depending on the
direction of
magnetization of a
material with
respect to spin
polarization of the
current, a material
can behave either
as an insulator or
a conductor.

Thus depending on the direction of magnetization of a material
with respect to spin polarization of the current, a material can
behave either as an insulator or a conductor. A classic analogy can
be made with the phenomenon of polarized light passing through
the analyzer. However, in optical case crossing the polarizer axis
at 90o with respect to analyzer axis prevents the transmission of
light, whereas for spin-polarized electrons the magnetization of
successive layers should be rotated by 180o to stop the electrical
conduction.
Conclusion
The discovery of GMR by Albert Fert and Peter Grünberg opened
a new era in the field of thin film magnetism. Nowadays research
in thin film magnetism has become fashionable due to its tremendous technological potential and the deep fundamental physics
involved in it. The discovery of GMR also opened the door to a
new field of science – Spintronics (magnetoelectronics), which
exploits the spin degrees of freedom of electrons along with its
charge degree of freedom and it is at the helm of emerging
nanotechnology. Spintronics will continue to remain as a major
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topic of research in the coming years and it will have tremendous
impact on information technology. One of the most important
aspects of GMR discovery was that it was immediately turned
into commercially available products (in 1997, the first GMR
Hard disk head was introduced by IBM) with a huge market share.
The highest storage capacity in the modern computers is attributed to the discovery of GMR. The story of GMR effect tells us
how an unexpected scientific discovery could give rise to completely new technologies, new science and new commercial
products.
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